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.

Organisation:
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Max-Fremery-Straße 3a, 50827 Köln
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Bankverbindung:

Christine Spies
Max-Fremery-Str. 3a
50827 Köln

.

Anmeldung für Wettbewerb/Competition
pro Objekt/ per entry
für Aussteller/Exhibitors
für Nichtaussteller und Industrie/ Non-exhibitors and industry

Postbank Köln
IBAN: DE59 3701 0050 0440 5455 09
BIC: PBNKDEFF

Euro 25,- + Mwst
Euro 30,- + Mwst
Anzahl/ Quantity

Kategorie/ category 1:
Kategorie/ category 2:

Kategorie/ category 4:
Kategorie/ category 5:
Kategorie/ category 6:
Kategorie/ category 7:

Publikumsgewinner 2019
Heese-Wagner Andrea

Kategorie/ category 8:

Anschrift:
Name: ..................................................
Vorname: ..............................................
Straße: ..................................................
PLZ: .................Ort: ..............................

Mit freundliche unterstützung vom Teddybär-Magazin BärReport

Competition:

Euro Teddy 2020
in Essen

International Teddy Bear Competition
28th European Championship of Teddy Bear Makers
with Sponsorship by Steiff Schulte GmbH Webmanufaktur
The competition is open for teddy bear artists, companies and visitors and is being held in 7 categories.
Among all the Submissions the ever-changing panel of expert jury awards a first. second and third price in each
category 2020The three winners in the category „Beginner“ will also receive an Award by the company of Steiff
Schulte Webmanufaktur GmbH. In addition, visitors of the Euro Teddy 2020 shall elect the winner of the Audience
Award. A submitter may turn in up to three bears per category, but only one bear can win. The competition bears
must have been produced in 2020. Participation in other competitions is allowed (but not allowed if winner). No
evidence of the manufacturer (e.g. labels or embroidered initials) shall be added, otherwise they will be excluded
from the event.
Registration deadline is September 27th, 2020. Up to this date, all competition documents (information
about the competition bear, picture with name of the bear on the back) and the participation fee must be
received by the organizer. All documents can also be send by e-mail with a photo of 300dpi to:
spies@euro-teddy.de
You will then receive by mail:
1. an invoice / confirmation
2. and provided you are not already an exhibitor, one entrance ticket issued in your name.
The subscriber number for the competition bear is there ready for you on the Euro Teddy and can be installed
by you on the right foot of the bear. The competition Bears have to be situated on Saturday, October 3th from
7:30 and 9.00 o’clock, entrance level UG Basement (lower entrance) at Messe Essen by the consignor or his
agent personally to the assigned area. The ticket permits you to set up your contribution! Then you can use the
ticket only during the official opening times.
On Sunday, October 4th, the bears have to be picked up again after the award ceremony between 3.45 and
4.00 p.m. personally or by an authorized representative. The objects are not insured by the organizer, but
they are guarded by staff. Any liability of the organizer is excluded. Award ceremony is on Sunday,
October 4th at 3.00 p.m.. From 3.30 p.m. on you can pick up the score sheets at the BärReport stand.
If you are unable to come, you can send your competition contribution until September 29th to: BärReport ,
Password: Euro Teddy competition, Subbelratherstr. 594, 50827 Cologne. Please enlcose return postage
inside the package. After the event, we will send your contribution back. The submitted photos for the contest as
well as the photos of the competition objects which are made during the Euro Teddy by the organizer
BärReport , are property of the Promoter and may be used free of charge without the permission of the
competitors for the BärReport , other publications of the organizer and the publisher.
1: Miniature teddy bear*,

undressed, up to 12 cm

2: Miniature teddy bear*,

dressed,

4: Artist Teddy Bear,
5: Artist Teddy Bear,

dressed,

up to 12 cm

CATEGORIES:

undressed, 12 to 60 cm
12 to 60 cm

6: Panels, maximum size 50 x 50 cm, scenes from the teddy bear world. All materials allowed.
7: Beginner (Teddy Bear makers not longer than two years), Teddy Bear undressed, to 60 cm.
8: Zoo, all animal species (no teddy bears) and materials allowed

* Couple allowed (no panel) Teddy bears undressed: bow or neck brace allowed.
Teddy bears dressed: Accessories are permitted, but must be attached to the bears.
Clothing (except footwear) must be self-made.

